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PRN Newsletter
2020 was a record-breaking year for the Pittsburgh robotics ecosystem! Even through the pivots required
by COVID-19, our robotics ecosystem continued to make headlines, launch impactful products, and find
creative solutions. This past year proved once again that whether you’re interested in robotic solutions
that feed the world (agriculture), drives hands-free (autonomous vehicles), innovates retails (logistics), or
explores the moon (aerospace), you’ll find world-changing solutions being catalyzed right here in
Pittsburgh.
Have an idea for 2021? Contact us at info@robopgh.org to learn about sponsorship
opportunities.

READ OUR YEAR IN REVIEW HERE

https://7056921.hubspotpreview-na1.com/_hcms/preview/content/41411611393?portalId=7056921&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=EsLExagD&from_…
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Pandemic Accelerates Need for Robotics Solutions
Joel Reed, PRN Executive Director, along with representatives from across the Pittsburgh robotics
ecosystem details how the region is prepared to meet the increased demand for robotic solutions.
Read the story here.

Discounted Registration for the 2021 Pittsburgh Smart Business
Dealmakers Conference
Smart Business is offering Pittsburgh Robotics Network members complimentary registration to their
virtual Pittsburgh Smart Business Dealmakers Conference on March 4! Every year Smart Business
Dealmakers Conference, formerly ASPIRE, connects thousands of local dealmakers, including middlemarket CEOs, top PE and VC firms, major lenders and leading service providers. With sessions ranging
from raising capital to buying and selling companies to alternative asset investing, our conferences cover
the breadth of the M&A landscape.
Use the code complimentary promo code: ROBOTICS and register here.

Aurora Partners with Toyota and Denso
Aurora, co-headquartered in Pittsburgh and Palo Alto, has announced a new strategic partnership with
Toyota and Denso! The partnership is working towards two primary goals: develop and test driverlesscapable vehicles equipped with the Aurora Driver starting with the Toyota Sienna and bring the
companies together to lay the groundwork for the mass-production, launch, and support of these vehicles
with Toyota on ride-hailing networks, including Uber's, over the next few years.
Learn more here.

https://7056921.hubspotpreview-na1.com/_hcms/preview/content/41411611393?portalId=7056921&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=EsLExagD&from_…
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ARM Institute Funding Opportunity
The ARM Institute has announced a new robotics funding opportunity through their new Fellowship
Program, specifically targeting the Pittsburgh region, parts of Southwestern Pennsylvania, and parts of
West Virginia. This new fellowship program is hands-on and requires a project submission with an award
of up to $60,000.
Learn more here.

Seegrid Boasts Record-Breaking Year
Seegrid had a record-breaking year in 2020: doubling its revenue, hiring 125 new employees to increase
its workforce to 325, acquiring startup Box Robotics, and securing $52 million in additional financing. Jim
Rock, Seegrid CEO, recently spoke with IndustryWeek about how they managed to meet these
milestones in the midst of a pandemic and what's next for the company. Read the article here.

Pittsburgh International Airport Recognized on Fast Company's
Most Innovative Companies List
Fast Company recognized The Pittsburgh International Airport as part of their Most Innovative
Companies list, citing that Pittsburgh's tech ecosystem is enabling greater innovation at the airport. The
article notes "Pittsburgh is an industrious, tech-savvy, and collaborative place, where companies,
nonprofits, universities, and government agencies come together to move the city forward."
Read more.
https://7056921.hubspotpreview-na1.com/_hcms/preview/content/41411611393?portalId=7056921&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=EsLExagD&from_…
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IAM Robotics Partners with XPROMA
Tom Galluzzo, CEO of IAM Robotics remarked on the new partnership, saying “Our eyes are always
directed towards the future. We not only work on new products and innovations, but also expand our
sales activities. With extensive know-how, many years of market expertise, and access to the wide
XPROMA network, we have a perfect entry into the European market.”
Read the announcement here.

Carnegie Mellon University Selected for Toyota Research Project
Carnegie Mellon University is one of 16 academic institutions selected to participate in a five-year, $75
million project led by the Toyota Research Institute, working on vehicle safety, automated driving
technologies, and robotics. Toyota showed recent interest in the city's robotics ecosystem when
representatives from Toyota AI Ventures visited Pittsburgh in 2018 as part of a four-city tour to meet with
early stage startups working on projects in the home care space.
Read more here.

Gecko Robotics Announces New Headquarters
Gecko Robotics, Inc. is moving into a new Pittsburgh facility as part of their strategy to double their
workforce in 2021, with a focus on hiring software engineers. “Our vision for Nova Place is to build a
world-class R&D environment that inspires innovation and customer service to the world’s most critical
industries,” Loosararian said. “We need the world’s best engineers to do this, and we think Pittsburgh has
access to this type of person.”
https://7056921.hubspotpreview-na1.com/_hcms/preview/content/41411611393?portalId=7056921&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=EsLExagD&from_…
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Learn more here.

ABOUT THE PITTSBURGH ROBOTICS NETWORK:
The Pittsburgh Robotics Network (PRN) is dedicated to empowering and strengthening robotics
companies in the Pittsburgh region and positioning the ecosystem as an internationally recognized
powerhouse. Structured as a membership-based consortium, PRN Members have access to member
only events centered on knowledge-sharing and collaboration. Interested in joining or sponsorship
opportunities? Email info@robopgh.org.

Pittsburgh Robotics Network (PRN), PO Box 90128, 5182 Liberty Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15224
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